Newsletter #2
The first GlobCurrent 3-year global data product
After detailed consultation with
the Ocean Surface Currents User
community and subsequent scientific development by the ESA
GlobCurrent team, ocean surface
current component products are
now available for download by
ftp and THREDDS servers on the
GlobCurrent website
(www.globcurrent.org).
These initial data cover a 3-year
period from 2010 to 2012. Data
include geostrophic current (at
the surface), Ekman current (at

the surface and 15 m depth) and
surface Stokes drift components.
The data are interpolated to a
common grid with a temporal
resolution of three hours and a
spatial resolution of about 10 km.
A snap-shot illustration of these
new and innovative products is
shown below.
This dataset will be extended to a
longer period in the near future.
Also, development is on-going to
integrate other information in the
estimation of the surface cur-

rents, such as the sea surface
temperature and the salinity
information from the SMOS satellite.
The globCurrent Team is listening to you and ready to respond
to your inquiries regarding these
products and your specific needs
for ocean surface current data.
Please email
globcurrent@listes.ifremer.fr
and Twitter@globcurrent

Snapshot views of current components and atmospheric pressure for 00:00 on 1 September 2012. These plots show the first
GlobCurrent data, with the pressure field showing the structure of large scale wind field at the surface.
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Definition Framework for Ocean Surface Currents
The GlobCurrent “Analysis and
interpretation framework for
Ocean Surface Current (OSC)
estimates” (Technical Note, TN1) document is now available at
the GlobC urr ent website
(http://www.globcurrent.org/pr
oject/documents/item/514free-access-documents).
The purpose of this document is
to outline how OSC can be derived primarily using different
satellite observations complemented, when possible, with in
situ measurements. It also pro-

vides a comprehensive specification of nomenclature and symbology along with methods that can
be used to produce the best possible gridded products to meet various user needs. The document will
evolve during the course of the
GlobCurrent project in consultation
with the user community and expert users, and with the intention
of remaining consistent with the
GlobCurrent product improvements
(both in substance and form), including metadata (at both discovery/collection and file granularity

level), uncertainty estimates,
auxiliary data and flags. Two
updated versions of the document will be issued following
the user consultation meetings
in the last quarters of 2015 and
2016.
If you want to get involved in
defining a new generation of
OSC from space or have comments and criticisms please let
us
know
at
globcurent@listes.ifremer.fr or using
Twitter@globcurrent

User Consultation Meetings
The first GlobCurrent User Consultation Meeting (UCM-1) was
held at the Plymouth Marine
Laboratory (PML) on 12-13 November 2014, with over 30 attendees from Europe and beyond. Project partners gave
presentations on the scope and
philosophy of the
project
(Johnny A. Johannessen), the
generation and delivery of the 3year current products (Rio et al,
2014) and the development of a
new tool to visualise the data
(globcurrent.oceandatalab.com)
In addition Kathleen Dohan gave
an update on the data handling
and processing done to produce
and deliver the OSCAR current
fields. An important part of the
meeting was the focus on the
different requirements from
various user communities. To
articulate these keynote presentations were given by Mike Bell
(UK Met. Office) on climate
modelling, Colin Grant (CG Metocean Ltd) on the needs of the
oil and gas industry, Samuel
Djavidnia (European Maritime
Safety Authority) on the international aspects of responding and
regulating maritime pollution
such as oil spills, and Gérald Bibot (Great Circle) on real-time
ship routing, with a special focus
on yacht racing.
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The meeting was broadcast live
via WebEx to increase community
involvement, and the majority of
the presentations are available
online:
http://globcurrent.ifremer.fr/co
mponent/k2/item/528?Itemid=960
The format of the meeting split
over 1.5 days allowed plenty of
time for wide-ranging discussion
both in plenary session and during
the various coffee breaks, lunches
and evening dinner.

Reference: Rio, M.-H., S. Mulet,
and N. Picot (2014), Beyond
GOCE for the ocean circulation
estimate: Synergetic use of altimetry, gravimetry, and in situ
data provides new insight into
geostrophic and Ekman currents,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 41,
doi:10.1002/2014GL061773.
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Future Meetings
We are now building on the outcome and responses from the
attendants to the UCM-1 for
UCM-2 to be held at Ifremer
(Brest) on 4-6 November 2015.
This will take place immediately
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after an ESA-organised meeting on
“Ocean Surface Currents from
Space” (2-3
November,
http://congrexprojects.com/2015events/15c13/introduction) that
will deal with the more technical

aspects of the estimation of currents and their accuracy. More
information on the UCM-2 is now
available at the GlobCurrent
website (www.globcurrent.org).
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GlobCurrent products to optimize ship routes

Globcurrent is presently supporting the assessment of an Ocean
Current Routing experiment by
one of our Power Users, CMACGM shipping (https://www.cmacgm.com/ ) during a voyage from
Europe to Asia starting late
March 2015. The main purpose of
Ocean Current Routing is not to
use the surface current to arrive
faster at destination but rather
to arrive in time and having
saved fuel. To complement and
assess the ocean surface current
forecast by commercial Metocean
providers, satellite measurements of ocean surface currents
and SST anomalies will be sent

on-board and in return, surface
current estimations from the ship
will be sent back to the Globcurrent team for assessment of the
satellite products. This experiment is performed along a route
in the tropical ocean where no
severe weather is expected and
therefore the routing should not
be weather constrained. The main
target of this Ocean Current Routing is to navigate through the oceanic eddies in the favourable
along current sector. The Globcurrent team is providing analysis
of situations for potential route
change to take benefit of a following current, using all available

satellite and in-situ observations.
The results are reported back to
the specific ship that may eventually decide to take an alternative route that is potentially
longer but with net reduced fuel
consumption. A post voyage
analysis of the value added from
these satellite measurements
driven by a goal to reduce fuel
consumption will be performed
to evaluate the need for a more
operational service.
Interested? Let us know at globcurrent@listes.ifremer.fr or using
Twitter@globcurrent

ODYSSEA analysed SST with Globcurrent geostrophic currents and ship track overlay

To register for project news and updates please email globcurrent@listes.ifremer.fr
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